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In September 2016 Thisell´s album “II” will be released on Rootsy Music, and Jellyfant Records 

throughout Europe and North America. “II” is the second in a trilogy of albums recorded in Lur in 

southern Sweden. It is a record done live in one room with everything from one to eight 

musicians, everything from folk to alternative rock country.  

 

Thisell is a band recording and performing the songs of Peter Thisell. The band was formed 

around the recordings of their first album “I” in the summer of 2010. All in all Thisell is a 

collective of friends and musicians concentrating on delivering music as honest as humanly 

possible. Thisell performs live as a solo act or as a band with everything from 3 to 7 people. 

 

Since the release of their debut album “I” Thisell has toured extensively through Europe: nine 

successful tours have been completed. The band has toured through Sweden, Denmark, The 

Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland and The UK. We have played live on the radio, on live 

session series like Sofar Sounds Stockholm, played support shows for Phillip Boa, Chip Taylor, 

Zoe Muth, Carrie Rodriguez and Elliot Brood among others.  

 

Thisells goal is to reach their presumed core audience in Europe and North America. We would 

love to give people the chance to hear what we think is honest and beautiful music.  

Thisells influences are among others Neil Young for his music and his persistence in doing 

whatever he wants no matter what anyone thinks, Gram Parsons for his beautiful voice and his 

love for country music, Neko Case for her crazy poetry and overall coolness and Townes Van 

Zandt for his honesty and powerful lyrics.  

 

The single “Rake” will be released in the spring of 2016. 

 

The third and last album in the Lur Trilogy will be recorded in the summer of 2016. 

  

Thisell  

Peter Thisell - Vocals, guitar 

Petter Nilsson – Electric Guitar  

Karin Wiberg – Violin, vocals  

Nora Hedberg – Bass, Vocals  

Richard Göthesson – Piano, Vocals  

David Odlöw – Accordion, Lap Steel Guitar, Vocals 

Anton Linderoth – Drums 



 


